BOUMORT’S KINGS
OF SKY
Departures available all year
Consult us

Dates:
Dates available all year
Consult us

Duration:
2 days

HIGHLIGHTS
It is the only place in Europe where the four species of vultures on the continent breed:
griffon vulture, black vulture, bearded vulture and Egyptian vulture.
The incredible photographs and observations that can be made from the observatory.
A pleasant excursion with which we will comfortably reach the top of the Reserve, from
where we can observe fabulous views.

Departure / Arrival point:

Departure time:

Tremp

10:30

Physical level:
6/10

Price:

Location:

124,00 € per person

Age:

Over 10 (minors under 18
accompanied by a tutor)

Group:

Min 3 – Max 6

Included:
• Hide rental
• Activities agreed in the program
• One night's accommodation at the
Amaroq Explorers Base Camp
• Amaroq Explorers Guide
• Accident and RC insurance
• Taxes

Not Included:
• Breakfasts, lunches, dinners
• Services not mentioned in the included
list

• Clothing and personal equipment
• Transportation from Tremp to the hide
(Possibility of going in the guide's
vehicle or taxi)

At the hide we can enjoy for
about two hours, a unique
spectacle that nature offers
us: the observation of the 4
great scavengers of southern
Europe.

DETAILS
This activity starts and ends at our Base Camp in Tremp. From our "headquarters", we will
drive to a point where the Reserve guards will wait for us and accompany us to the
observatory, within the Boumort National Game Reserve.

Then we will arrive at the Boumort free refuge, from where we will go on foot to reach the
highest point of the Reserve, Cap del Boumort, at 2,077 m. A circular excursion of about 2
hours.
At night we will arrive at our Base Camp, where you can enjoy a well-deserved rest, and
remember the day we lived. You can enjoy a good sauna and spa, before having dinner on
the barbecue, with local lamb and a fantastic D.O. Costers del Segre, for example.

THE RESERVE
We are in front of a typically pre-Pyrenean landscape with steep mountain ranges
and quite rugged relief that gives rise to strong contrasts, which favors a great
diversity
The Serra de Boumort Protected Natural Area
coincides with the Boumort National Hunting
Reserve, with an area of 13,097 ha. It is a
protected area since 1991 and is located in the
western Catalan Pyrenees, between the Noguera
Pallaresa and Segre valleys, encompassing a
whole series of mountain ranges arranged
transversely from one valley to the other, among
which the Boumort mountain range that gives its
name stand out. to the Reserve, the Carreu
mountain range, the Cuberes mountain range and
the Batsacans mountain range.
The maximum heights of the Reserve are reached
in Cap de Boumort (2,077 m), in Pi Sec (1,917 m)
and in Cap de Carreu (1,848 m).

The reserve stands out for being the only
place in Europe where the con8nent's
four species of vultures breed: griﬀon
vulture, black vulture (reintroduced since
2007), bearded vulture and Egyp6an
vulture. In 2019, 10 new black vulture
chicks were born and developed.

The Boumort National Game Reserve has been a pioneer in the use of
observatories or viewpoints for the observation and photography of
wild fauna. The Boumort observatory came into service in 2004 and
was one of the first in Catalonia to respond to a modern vision of
wildlife observatories: integrated into the landscape, with electric light
and a toilet. Since then, and once the project for the reintroduction of
the black vulture in the Pre-Pyrenees began, it has allowed numerous
birdwatchers and nature photographers to enjoy the observation of the
four species of European vultures. Other species of raptors, mammals
such as foxes or deer, and birds such as the shrike are also observed.

THE OBSERVATORY
The observatory has a gross surface area of 11.5 m2. It is covered with stone from the
area, in order to integrate it into the environment that surrounds it. It allows to have 360º of
observation in order to give a panoramic view of the feeding area.
It consists of different modules:
• Observation space: this hexagonal space of about
6 m2 of net surface (9.3 m2 built) is used to observe
the birds of the ram. The fact of having given it this
hexagonal shape allows the observation to be made
from the 6 existing sides. This aspect, in terms of
photography, allows you to use one window or
another, depending on the light and the time of day.

• Annex space: this cube-shaped space has a net surface area of 2.2 m2 (4.5 m2 built). The
front door is located in this area. There are shelves to store supplies and a small sink. •
Water trough and bathing area for fauna: from the reservoir that collects rainwater there is
an overflow that leads the water to a pool of about 10 meters in diameter that allows the
fauna to water and give it the possibility of bathing.

PROGRAMA
DAY 01
Depart from Tremp
10:30

• Departure to the Reserve
12:00
• Arrival at the Boumort fauna observatory.
• - Observation and taking pictures

14:00
• Departure for the free hut of the Boumort.
• - Picnic

15:30
•

Beginning of the hike

17:30
Arrival at the refuge. Return to Tremp.
- Farewell. Night at Amaroq Explorers Base Camp.

DAY 02
12:00
• Check out
• - Farewell and end of program

